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orglist Digest    Wed, 05 Dec 2001 00:02:48 -0800   V01 #101

Today's topics:
     'organic spectroscopic unknowns simulation'
     'Inhibition data.'

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Tue, 4 Dec 2001 15:02:03 +1100
From: Adrian Blackman <Adrian.Blackman@utas.edu.au>
Subject: organic spectroscopic unknowns simulation


I wish to announce the release of v3 of WinTorg, a Windows PC
simulation of spectroscopic organic analysis. Features include:

* 100 unknowns (4 spectra each) with a site licence for US$200

* suitable for early university/college organic chemistry students

* the unknowns can be identified by spectroscopy alone (or in
   combination with chemical tests etc. if required)

* easy to use (e.g. can be used just with a mouse)

* extensive help is available including a worked example and the
   main spectroscopic assignments are available for each unknown
   once it has been identified

* student progress is reported

* can be customised by the instructor (13 controllable features)

For more information and free demo version (3 unknowns only) visit

http://www.chem.utas.edu.au/staff/blackman/shareware/torganal.htm

Dr Adrian Blackman
School of Chemistry
University of Tasmania
Australia

------------------------------

Date: Tue, 4 Dec 2001 09:53:11 +0100
From: "Jonas Nilsson" <jonni@ifm.liu.se>
Subject: Inhibition data.


I just can't seem to find inhibition data (IC50, Ki) for D-Phe-Pro-Arg
tripeptide substrate on thrombin. There must be some somewhere in the
litterature. Do you know where?

/jN

ps. There are however plenty of data for the aldehyde D-Phe-Pro-Arg-H and
the chloromethylketone D-Phe-Pro-Arg-CH2-Cl) /jN
__________________
Jonas Nilsson
IFM Kemi
Link F6pings Universitet
013-285690
------------------------------
End of orglist Digest V01 #101
******************************


orglist Digest    Thu, 06 Dec 2001 00:04:29 -0800   V01 #102

Today's topics:
     'commercial source'

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Tue, 4 Dec 2001 10:45:55 +0100
From: "Yantao Chen" <yantao@thinfilm.se>
Subject: commercial source

Dear All:

I am looking for the commercial source of  
Poly(2,3-disubstituted-thieno[3,4-b]pyrazine. Those interesting  
Low-Band-Gap polymers could be found on the literature of Macromolecular  
1995, 28, 2922-2929. Your information to yantao@thinfilm.se will be  
greatly appreciated.

Best Regards, yantao

------------------------------
End of orglist Digest V01 #102
******************************


orglist Digest    Fri, 07 Dec 2001 00:02:25 -0800   V01 #103

Today's topics:
     'triterpenoid methyl ethers'
     'Source of methyl carbazate'
     't-butyl magnesium chloride (t-BuMgCl)'
     'synthesis of nicotine'
     'polarographic potentials'

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Wed, 05 Dec 2001 10:51:26 +0100
From: Jeremy JACOB <jeremy.jacob@univ-orleans.fr>
Subject: triterpenoid methyl ethers

Dear organic geochemists,

I am looking for reference compounds of pentacyclic triterpenoids
3-methyl ethers (with fernane, arborane, friedelane, multiflorane,
glutinane...skeletons) to perform co-injections with natural extracts.
If any of you can tell me how to purchase such products or eventually
give an aliquot, it would be great.

Best regards,

Jeremy

--
*************************************************************
Jeremy JACOB
PhD Student - Organic Geochemistry and Molecular Stratigraphy -
Institut des Sciences de la Terre d'Orleans
B E2timent Geosciences
ISTO - UMR 6113 du CNRS
45067 Orleans Cedex 2
Tel :(0033) (0)2.38.41.71.71 poste 79.05
Fax :(0033) (0)2.38.41.73.08

http://www.cnrs-orleans.fr/~webisto/jjacob/jjacob.htm

*************************************************************

------------------------------

Date: Wed, 5 Dec 2001 14:50:06 -0800 (PST)
From: antonio regla <areglac@yahoo.com>
Subject: Source of methyl carbazate

Dear List members:

I am looking for a supplier for methyl carbazate, and possible the cost per kilo on a ton basis, is anyone involved in trading with chemicals interested in possibly selling this compound. Thanks for your help.

J. A. Regla

Chemistry R&D, consultant
 
------------------------------

Date: Thu, 6 Dec 2001 10:22:06 +0100
From: "Jordis, Ulrich" <ujordis@ioc.tuwien.ac.at>
Subject: t-butyl magnesium chloride (t-BuMgCl)


Who can direct me to leading references or share experiences in the
preparation and analysis of t-BuMgCl?

A.o.Prof.Dr.Ulrich Jordis
Institute of Organic Chemistry
Vienna Univ. of Technology (VUT)
Getreidemarkt 9/154   
A-1060 Vienna / AUSTRIA
Tel: +43 (1) 58801.15460 (wait for voice mail!)
Cellular: +43 664 1606176
FaxOffice: +43(1)58801.15496 
http://phoenix.tuwien.ac.at/

------------------------------

Date: Thu, 6 Dec 2001 09:53:36 -0600 (CST)
From: Alejandro Lalo? <cocoroc9@yahoo.com>
Subject: synthesis of nicotine

Dear members: 
I want to get information about any method to
synthezise nicotine. Where I can find this information
in the web or in the literature?
Alejandro.

------------------------------

Date: Thu, 06 Dec 2001 18:50:42 +0200
From: Uno Maeorg <uno@chem.ut.ee>
Subject: polarographic potentials

Dear colleagues,

Could anybody tell me a source or database of polarographic potentials (or
voltammograms) of organic compounds?


Dr. Uno Maeorg
------------------------------
End of orglist Digest V01 #103
******************************


orglist Digest    Sat, 08 Dec 2001 00:03:49 -0800   V01 #104

Today's topics:
     'For compound!'

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Thu, 6 Dec 2001 12:11:31 -0800 (PST)
From: Huayin <hyliu2008@yahoo.com>
Subject: For compound!


Dear friend,

I am looking for one compound, I found out from
journal of "SYNLETT, 1400~1402(1997)". I just know its
name, it is
7-Chloro-4-trifluoromethanesulfonate-quinoline, and
its formula is C10H5ClF3NO3S, hopely 
you can give me some information! Thanks a lot for
your time!

Best regards!

Huayin

------------------------------
End of orglist Digest V01 #104
******************************


orglist Digest    Thu, 13 Dec 2001 00:02:34 -0800   V01 #105

Today's topics:
     '[Fwd: Demethylation]'

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Tue, 11 Dec 2001 10:17:07 +0200
From: zabicky@bgumail.bgu.ac.il (Jacob Zabicky)
Subject: Re: ORGLIST:  Synthesis of alkyl halides


Hello Alejandro,

The explanation is a bit lengthy, as it has to do with various phenomena:
the inductive and steric effects of the substituents on the C carrying the
OH group, electrophilic catalysis of nucleophilic substitutions, the
differences between SN1 and SN2  mechanisms of nucleophilic substitution.
Take any good textbook of organic chemistry and all these phenomena and the
particular reactions you are interested in will be clearly explained.

All the best,

Jacob

At 19:29 9/12/1, Alejandro Lalo wrote:
>Dear members:
>In the synthesis of tert-butyl chloride from
>tert-butanol the alcohol reacts with HCl at room
>temperature. However, to synthesize n-butyl chloride
>from n-butanol I must use HCl and ZnCl2 and heat the
>reaction mixture. I want to know which is the
>mechanism in the second case and what is the function
>of the ZnCl2 in the reaction?

x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x
Prof. Jacob Zabicky
Institutes for Applied Research
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev       Private: POB 12366, Beer-Sheva 84863
POB 653, Beer-Sheva 84105, ISRAEL                Tel. +972-8-6496792
http://profiler.bgu.ac.il/site/main.cfm
Tel. +972-8-6461271/6461062/6472754
Fax. +972-8-6472969
x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x

------------------------------

Date: Tue, 11 Dec 2001 09:46:32 +0000
From: "J.Aires de Sousa" <jas@mail.fct.unl.pt>
Subject: [Fwd: Demethylation]

Can anybody suggest a method of demethylation of aromatic methylthio
group to thiophenol
Asish

Dr Asish De
Indian Association for the Cultivation of Science
Calcutta - 700 032
India

------------------------------
End of orglist Digest V01 #105
******************************


orglist Digest    Fri, 14 Dec 2001 00:03:54 -0800   V01 #106

Today's topics:
     'Re: ORGLIST:  [Fwd: Demethylation]'

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Wed, 12 Dec 2001 20:01:02 -0700
From: jindrich <jindrich@natur.cuni.cz>
Subject: Re: ORGLIST:  [Fwd: Demethylation]


Hi,

see e.g. J. Org. Chem. 1999, 64, 8635-8647,
this method consists of oxidation of the sulfide to
sulfoxide using MCPBA and rearrangement to thiol
using trifluoroacetic anhydride in the presence
of base.

Jindrich

 ------------------------------
End of orglist Digest V01 #106
******************************


orglist Digest    Tue, 18 Dec 2001 00:03:02 -0800   V01 #107

Today's topics:
     'Lawesson's reagent in polar solvents...'

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Fri, 14 Dec 2001 14:29:23 +0100
From: Gianluca.Sbardella@uniroma1.it
Subject: Lawesson's reagent in polar solvents...

Dear colleagues,
I tried to achieve the complete thionation of a pentapeptide using Lawesson's reagent. 
Alas, this compound is not soluble in dioxane or THF which I used for this reaction. 
Did anybody ever try a different solvent, i.e. methanol?

Thank you very much in advance,
Dr. Gianluca Sbardella 
Università degli studi di Salerno
Dip. Scienze Farmaceutiche
Via Ponte Don Melillo 84084 - Fisciano (SA)
tel: +39089962819
fax: +39089962828
email: gsbardella@unisa.it

------------------------------
End of orglist Digest V01 #107
******************************


orglist Digest    Thu, 27 Dec 2001 18:35:15 -0800   V01 #108

Today's topics:
     'High-Throughput Organic Synthesis meeting'
     'ECC-1: Session on Structural Classification and Representation in Chemistry'
     'editor needed for an English journal in China'
     'Formulation Positions'

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Date: Thu, 20 Dec 2001 10:58:38 -0500
From: "Edel O'Regan" <eoregan@healthtech.com>
Subject: High-Throughput Organic Synthesis meeting

Announcing Cambridge Healthtech Institute's High-Throughput Orgainc Synthesis
conference

                        http://www.healthtech.com/2002/hto/index.htm 




Edel O'Regan Ph.D.
Conference Producer
Cambridge Healthtech Institute 
FAX: 617-630-1325
Phone: 617-630-1323
email: eoregan@healthtech.com 

------------------------------

Date: Thu, 20 Dec 2001 16:42:58 -0400
From: Dmitry Korkin <z17b3@unb.ca>
Subject: ECC-1: Session on Structural Classification and Representation in Chemistry

I apologize if you receive multiple copies of the announcement.

Dear Colleagues,
We would like to announce the special session

*********************************************************
  Structural Classification and Representation in Chemistry
********************************************************* 
in
******************************************************************
    First Electronic Conference on Chemoinformatics and Drug Discovery
               (ECC-1, www.mdpi.net/ecc1/), 13-17 May 2002
 ******************************************************************

The First Electronic Conference on Chemoinformatics and Drug Discovery will be 
held on the Internet from 13-17 May 2002 and will be served through the 
conference Web site location: http://www.mdpi.net/ecc1/. On behalf of the 
organisers we invite you to attend this Symposium which is free to present and 
participate in. Please register for the conference through this Web site to 
obtain access for the conference and to remain informed on the conference 
program and news.

The conference will consist of invited and contributed electronic posters and 
slideshows presented through the conference Web site and Web-based discussions 
of the topics and presentations during the conference. Subsequent to the 
conference an electronic proceedings will be made available on both CD and the 
Internet. Selected papers will be invited for peer-reviewed publication in the 
MDPI electronic journal Molecules,

                       http://www.mdpi.org/molecules/.

                                            Dr. Jun Xu and Dr. Barry Hardy
                                            Chairs of the Organizing Committee


Abstract and Paper Submission
Preliminary abstracts may be sent to ec@mdpi.org and should contain title, 
authors, institution, contact email address, contact phone number and abstract 
of no more than 300 words. The deadline for abstract   submission is February 
21st, 2002. Authors will be notified of abstract acceptance and opening of the 
conference Web site where they will be able to update their abstract and 
submit their electronic papers (including research notes or reviews) or 
presentations directly to the Web site before 8 April, 2002.  Instructions for 
authors will be placed on the conference Web site. Papers will be accepted in 
.html (preferred) or .doc formats; overview presentations in Powerpoint format 
will also be accepted. The authors are encouraged to make use of the new 
possibilities of presenting research results on a webpage. Sample papers can 
be found on the ECSOC-4 Web site at
                           http://www.unibas.ch/mdpi/ecsoc-4/general.htm.

Abstract Submission
Abstracts are now being accepted through the Conference Web Site and should be 
submitted by February 21st 2002. The abstract should be accompanied by 
authors' FF names, institutions, mailing address, phone and fax numbers and 
email address for correspondence. Authors should indicate which conference 
section topic their presentation should be presented under.

Acceptance of Abstracts
Conference section conveners will be able to mark acceptance of abstracts 
through the Conference Web Site which will be automatically accompanied by 
acceptance notification via email to authors. All final acceptance decisions 
are to be completed by March 15th 2002. Abstracts will be published through 
the Conference Web Site.

Best regards,

                         Dmitry Korkin (Chair of the session).


------------------------------

Date: Thu, 27 Dec 2001 06:27:09 -0800 (PST)
From: Yufa Liu <yufaliu@excite.com>
Subject: editor needed for an English journal in China


Season's greeting!

If you are a chemist and interested in working in China, here is a great
career opportunity. An editor is currently needed for an English Journal
published in Dalian, China. Good pay and good working environment. Please
see attached file in details.

Best regards,

Yufa Liu, Ph.D.
Duke University
Box 90317
Durham, NC 27708-0237

 ------------------------------

Date: Thu, 27 Dec 2001 08:56:47 -0500
From: "Jason Green" <jason@fpcbalt.com>
Subject: Formulation Positions

 
Hello Chemists!

My name is Jason Green - I am a recruiter with Fortune Consultants of  
Baltimore. I am currently working on a number of exciting opportunities  
and I wanted the chemistry community to know about them. I have included  
4 job descriptions below for your perusal. I can be contacted at  
410-581-0012 or at jason@fpcbalt.com. Even if you're not the right  
person, call me with any advice you have as to potential candidates!  
Looking forward to hearing from you soon.

Sincerely,

Jason Green

      Senior Scientist - Drug Formulation Development 
     
      *Company description
     Our client is a leading global provider of outsourced drug  
development and manufacturing services to biotech and biopharmaceutical  
companies. Their focus lies in all dosage forms, for both prescription  
and OTC products. They are well established, growing rapidly, with 9  
locations in North America and Europe, and they are publicly traded on  
the TSE.
     
      Department
     Formulation Development
     
      Job Location
     Canada - Toronto
      Relocation provided
     
      Job Description
     You will develop new formulations of solid, semi-solid and liquid  
dosage forms during each phase of drug development. You will write and  
ensure the timely execution of required protocols. You will provide  
technical support to project team members and clients.
     
      Education Level
     MS or PhD in Pharmaceutics, Pharmacy or related
     
      Required Technical Skills
     Solid, semi-solid and/or liquid formulation expertise
      Knowledge of FDA and cGMP guidelines
      Good english written/oral communication skills
     
      Yrs experience
     2-5 years of industry experience in drug formulation development.
     
      Reports to
     Director of Formulation Development
     
      Travel Involved N/A 
      Remuneration
     TBA, commensurate with experience
      Standard benefits
     
      Job Code
     AF_10-11-01_sr-sci-formulation
     
      

      Senior Scientist - Drug Formulation (Solids) 
     
      *Company description
     This company is a world leader in the development of new  
formulations of drugs that are poorly soluble or insoluble) in water.  
Their rich product pipeline consists mainly of drugs currently on the  
market, which, coupled with their 5 proprietary Insoluble Drug Delivery  
platform technologies, become highly effective and commercially  
significant. Headquartered near Downtown Montreal, our client is a  
public company that is growing and offers opportunity for career  
advancement.
     
      Department
     Formulation Development
     
      Job Location
     Canada - Montreal
      Relocation provided
     
      Job Description
     You will develop new formulations of mainly solid (and some  
parenteral) dosage forms. You will write and ensure the timely execution  
of required protocols. You will provide technical support to project  
team members and clients.
     
      Education Level
     Ph.D. in physical chemistry or pharmacy preferred
      M.Sc. withe more experience may be considered
     
      Required Technical Skills
     Solid and/or liquid formulation expertise, including knowledge of  
feasibility, pre-formulation, formulation/process, stability assessment  
and in-vitro data assessment.
      Liposome technology a strong preference
      Project management/leadership experience
      Good english written/oral communication skills for protocol and  
report-writing and presentation of results
     
      Yrs experience
     2-5 years of industry experience in solid drug formulation  
development.
     
      Reports to
     Principal Scientist of Formulation
     
      Travel Involved N/A 
      Remuneration
     TBA, commensurate with experience
      Standard benefits
     
      Job Code
     JHG_12-13-01_Sr-sci-formulation-solids
     
            

      Process Development Scientist (Formulation) 
     
      *Company description
     Our client is one of Canada's leading biopharmaceutical companies.  
They use proprietary, as well as in-licensed drug compounds, coupled  
with either of their two delivery platforms to create improved therapies  
for the treatment of Cancer, which are then commercialized by  
multinational Big Pharma companies. Founded in 1992, and publicly traded  
on the TSE, our B.C.-based client has a rich product pipeline, with  
candidates in all phases of clinical research, and products currently on  
the market through major names like Elan and GSK.
     
      Department
     Manufacturing and Process Development
     
      Job Location
     Canada - British Columbia
      Relocation provided
     
      Job Description
     You will work independently and on a team to develop protocols and  
direct new and innovative process development and formulation methods.  
You will interpret and document your results. You will lead and mentor  
several teams of varying sizes, sometimes simultaneously, providing  
knowledge transfer and process-related guidance to more junior members.  
You will also provide input for regulatory submissions.
     
      Education Level
     MS or PhD in Pharmaceutics, Pharmacy or related
     
      Required Technical Skills
     Liposome technology expertise for parenterals
      Knowledge of FDA and cGMP guidelines
      Experience interacting with external manufacturing facilities
      Good english written/oral communication skills
     
      Yrs experience
     5+ years of industry experience in Formulation and/or process  
development and scale-up
     
      Reports to
     Director of Manufacturing and Process Development
     
      Travel Involved N/A 
      Remuneration
     TBA, commensurate with experience
      Annual bonus
      Stock Option Plan
      RRSP Matching (similar to U.S. 401k Matching)
      Standard health and dental benefits
      Company-paid professional development/training
      Social events (X-mas party, Car Rally, BBQs, sports)
     
      Job Code
     JHG_12-12-01_proc-dev-formulation-sci.htm
     
      

      Project Manager - Pharmaceutical Development 
     
      *Company description
     Our client is a leading global provider of outsourced drug  
development and manufacturing services to biotech and biopharmaceutical  
companies. Their focus lies in all dosage forms, for both prescription  
and OTC products. They are well established, growing rapidly, with 9  
locations in North America and Europe, and they are publicly traded on  
the TSE.
     
      Department
     Pharmaceutical Development Services
     
      Job Location
     Canada - Toronto
      Relocation provided
     
      Job Description
     You will direct and provide strategic direction to  
multi-disciplinary product teams in the development of solid or  
semi-solid dosage forms, maintaining project budget and timeliness. You  
will be a scientific liaison for product  
development/scale-up/registration manufacturing services to clients. You  
will chair project meetings, teleconferences, etc. You will also provide  
strategic input to the sales and marketing team.
     
      Education Level
     BS, MS or PhD in Pharmaceutics, Pharmacy or related
     
      Required Technical Skills
     Knowledge of pharmaceutical drug development process
      Formal business training (ie., MBA) or work experience in project  
management
      Solid and semi-solid formulation expertise
      Good English written/oral communication skills
     
      Yrs experience
     5-7 years of industry experience in drug formulation development  
and project management
     
      Reports to
     Manager, Development Services
     
      Travel Involved As required 
      Remuneration
     TBA, commensurate with experience
      Standard benefits
     
      Job Code
     JHG_12-18-01_proj-mgr-PDS
     
      

*The company's name is not divulged until we are ready to submit your CV  
to the company, for the sake of confidentiality. Likewise, we do not  
share your CV with the company without your prior permission.

------------------------------------------------------------------
Jason H Green
Executive Recruiter
POWER Hiring Certified

Fortune Consultants of Baltimore
10 Crossroads Drive, Suite 201
Owings Mills, MD 21117

tel: (410) 581-0012
fax: (410) 581-2280

jason@fpcbalt.com

------------------------------
End of orglist Digest V01 #108
******************************



